THE ALLEGED INFERIORITY
OF SPOHR'S LATER MUSIC
by Keith Warsop
T HAS long been accepted in the world of Spohr scholarship that his later works in general
are weaker than the earlier ones. Indeed, this attitude goes right back to Spohr's lifetime,
summed up by John Wanack as: "the general view that Spohr had begun to exhaust his own
vein of inspiration towards the end of his career"r. For instance, Spok's pupil and later assistant
Moritz Hauptmann, said: "Spohr's second attempt in a new getue is like a lake or a pool, which
owes its formation to the fresh springs of his first inspiration; it is exquisitely clear and the banks
are lovely, but the mighty rush of the original stream is lovelier still"2. Others who put forward
similar views are detailed by Clive Brown in various later chapters of his "life and works" book.
One example: he quotes Hans von Biilow's 1849 entry in a humourous 'Prophetic Musical
Calendar' for 1859 where he wrote: "Spohr composes his Eighth Symphony yet again without
realising it"3.
But such responses are often stock ones involving a prolific "elder statesman" of music.
Haydn and Verdi are perhaps unusual in that their reputations not only remained high but also
increased towards the end of their lives. Far more common is the treatment meted out to Spohr.
In Britain, for instance, composers as distinguished as Elgar, Vaughan Williams and Walton had
to suffer such criticism and it took some years to elapse after their deaths before their music,
especially their later works, recaptured critical acclaim. Interhationally, composers such as
Rossinia, Rachmaninov, Stauss and Hindemith are just a few famous names whose later works
were considered inferior to their earlier ones though at the present time they seem to have
overcome that criticism.
Spohr's case differs from these besause so far there has been no general critical revision of
the standard view of his later works. Yet, if we accept for the moment that Spohr's later works
do show a decline, then if we ask when that decline started, we face conflicting opinions.
Hans Glenewinkel would put it as early as String Quintet No.4, Op.91 of 1833-34, saying that
the work includes many of the recurring characteristics of Spohr's later style: "dryness, a sober,
rather wooden manner and a lack of flexibility"s. Hartmut Becker dates the alleged decline to
around 1840 and suggests personal circumstances behind what he calls the "peculiar
discrepancy''in quality between SymphonyNo.6 to No.9 and the first five: "Between 1831 and
1838 Louis Spohr lost his brother, his first wife Doreue and his youngest daughter. These deaths
not only robbed him of three especially close relatives but - in the case of his wife - also of that
intellectual, critical sparring partner which was so necessary to his nature"6. Clive Brown seems
less certain. While he finds weaknesses in a number of works from the 1840s - the opera Die
Kreuzfahrer (1844),Violin Concerto No.15, Op.128 (1844), String Quintet No.6, Op.l29 (1845),
Piano Quintet, Op.130 (1845), String Quartet No.3 1, Op.l32 (1846) and Piano Trio No.4, Op.l33
(1846) - he also praises a large number: Piano Trio No.l, Op.l19 (1841), Symphony No.7,
Op.l21 (1841), Piano TrioNo.2, Op.123 (1842), Piano TrioNo.3, Op.l24 (1842), Piano Sonata
Op.125 (1843), Quartet-Concerto, Op.131 (1845), Double Quartet No.4, Op.136 (1847),
Symphony No.8, Op.137 (1847), Sextet, Op.140 (1848), String Quartet No.32, Op.141 (1849)
and Piano Trio No.5, Op.l42 (1849)?. Finally, he opts for the decline setting in during the early
1850s: "There had been a sharp decline in the quality of Spohr's output after 1850"8.
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It is even more confusing if we ask which specific works are evidence for this decline. Before
examining this evidence we must remind ourselves that Spohr was a reasonably prolific
composer and like many of his kind, weak works can appear from any period of his
compositional activity - for instance Sning Quartet No.3 (Quatuor brillantNo.l), Op.l 1 (1807)
in his Gotha period; String Quintet No.1, Op.33/1 (1814) from Vienna; String Quartet No.23,
Op.*2ll (1827) from his first Kassel period and so on. Therefore, we should not be surprised to
find some weaker works from his later years too.
With this in mind, we now examine the response to Spohr's later compositions. Much of the
critical comment refers to the later music in general terms and very rarely subjects an individual
work to close examination in order to justify the hypothesis of decline. Many of these comments
come in general music histories or encyclopedias with little evidence of the authors having
studied much of Spohr's music in detail and it would be tedious to cite them all here as Brown's
critical biography covers much of this ground. Glenewinkel is an honourable exception to this
school of generalised criticism, though his monograph focuses on the chamber music for strings
only and so the late orchestral works and chamber music with piano are not studied. He states
that from the time of Sting QuintetNo.4, only two works are of real importance, Double Quartet
No.4 and the Sextete, though he finds kind things to say about parts of String Quintet No.5,
Op.106 (1838) and String Quartet No.32, Op.l4l as well as individual movements of other
works such as String Quartet No.33, Op.l46 (1851) where he considers the slow movement to
rank with the best by Spohr from any period. Unfortunately, he is not very complimentary about
the remainder of this quartet.
The modern Spohr revival - mainly on CD but also on radio in some countries as well as in
concerts at a level below the high-profile international orcheskas and ensembles * has included
a large proportion of his late works and has given many listenets an opportunity to appreciate
them or otherwise. In a CD review of Sting Quintet No.5 and No.6, the English critic and Elgar
editor Robert Anderson says: "the writing is never vacuous, and at no point has there been a trace
of the cloying chromatics so often associated with Spohr's name. The performances are
exemplary, with... a sense of enjoyment that drags the music once more into &e limelight where
it belongs ... there is a warm sense of well-being born of a very proper respect for music of real
calibre"ro. Clive Brown has recently grouped Symphony No.7, Op.l21 with No.2 and No.5 as
Spohr's three best symphoniesrr. Earlier, he had good things to say about Symphony No.8,
Op.l37t2 as did the 1999 Penguin Guide to Compact Discs where the reviewer thought it was an
altogether better proposition than No.7, mentioning the "fine, sombre" slow movement and the
"engagingly songful" finaler3. The Penguin Guide also likes the Quartet-Concerto, stating that
it is ooa consistently engaging work (Spohr's very last concerto), inventive and tuneful - the slow
movement is particularly fine - using the players in the solo quartet individually as well as in
consort ... this is very much worth trying"ra.
The five piano trios (1841-49) as a group are becoming more and more subject to praise. The
Penguin Guide says they are "among his freshest, most appealing chamber works, full of
attractive ideas and fine craftsmanship"rs. Clive Brown devotes the fu$ half of a chapter to them,
also noting their "freshness and inventiveness"r6 while a young Canadian musicological research
graduate, Brian Black, wrote to the Spohr Society of Great Britain about the trios: "I am finishing
offmy doctoral dissertation in musicology on the early string quartets of Schubert. Not only is
Spohr's music very interesting and beautifully written, but it also is quite close to Schubert's in
certain details of the handling of sonata form. I have been struck above all by some of the
wonderful harmonic effects Spohr achieves ... Until recently my view of Spohr was drawn almost
entirely from history books where he was treated as a sentimental composer of polished, yet
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cloyingly chromatic music. Everything I have looked at and listened to so far has been quite a
revelation. The piano trios, particularly the third in A minor, are quite beautiful. I have also been
impressed by the sting quintets and the symphonies"rT. Dr Martin Wulflrorst, while finding the
trios have attractive features, thinks they are less inspired than the later Septet, Op.l47 (1853).
He does like the Piano Quintet, Op.l30t8 as does Hartmut Becker who writes of its "elan and
imaginativeness hardly suggesting a 61-year-old composer". Of the Septet, Becker specifically
states that the opening movement 'oalready afiests to the fact that the high technical standards and
solid craftsmanship of Spohr's composing had not declined over the years"re, He refers to the
work reflecting the "originality and energy" of Spohr's best years. Brown writes of the
"combination of vigour, charm and exquisite technical ski1l"20 while Robert Golding notes that
"at nearly 70, Spohr's touch was still as sure as ever"2r. Brown is also enthusiastic about the
Piano Sonataz2 while the booklet accompanying a recent CD of the work reveals that no less a
pianist than Artur Schnabel thought highly of it, as related by his sona.
Another work Brown enthuses over is the String Quartet No.32, Op.l412a and a professional
string quartet which recently looked through a number of Spohr's works from different periods
chose this one to perform in a concert, because they were so impressed by it. Another high
quality quartet group looking at Spohr for a planned concert, prefened String Quar.tet No.34,
Op,152 - savaged by Glenewinkel as the nadir of Spolu's decline - over earlier works because
they felt it had real emotional depth2s. From the same period; Spohr's last three violin duos
(Opp,148, 150 and 153) were championed many years ago along with his other duos by the
redoubtable critic Sir Donald Tovey when he said the medium was "magnificently exploited by
Spohr"26. Another fearless critic, Hans Keller, wrote: "Spohr's duos ... are perfect textures, all
of them, for which reason we shouldn't have to wait for a listener's request to hear 1Op.67121.
Why indeed don't we hear Spohr's other duos?"27. Spohr's last string quintet, No.7, Op.l44
(1850), another work to come under the Glenewinkel hammer, is praised by Dr Bertrand Jacobs:
"This unusual piece ... has elicited much enthusiasm among players"28. Even the neglected and
unrecorded Concert Overture, Op.126 "in serious style" (1842) has been promoted by Hartmut
Becker: "When viewed in terms of developmental history [it] points ahead to the inspired
representation of "the tragic" by Brahms inhts Tragic Overture, Op.81 of 1880"2e. We agree with
his estimate of its influence3o and class it among his best orchestral works with a beautiful and
memorable second subject which ought to make it a favourite piece once it is revived.
Even some of Spohr's more frequently derided works have found their champions. The "Reise
Sonata" for violin and piano, Op.96 (1836) is considered by Brown to be the best of his three
duos concertantes for this combination, "having a freshness that the others lack; its thematic
material is bolder and its contasts more striking"3r. John Wanack enjoyed the Violin Concerto
No.14, Op.l10 "Sonst und jetzt" (1839), saying: "Spohr produces rather a good Tarantella arrd
integrates it ingeniously ... with his more lyrical music"32 and the Historical Symphony (1839)
was described by the Penguin Guide as a "fascinating pastiche" and was "endearing in its respect
for the great masters" while the "agreeably frivolous finale ... bursts with energy". The reviewer
said the CD was well worth getting33.
Enough has been surveyed to show that the majority of Spohr's later works have found
someone to respond positively to them and it is interesting to note how many of these positive
responses date from recent years as well as coming from a wide range of musicologists, scholars,
performers, music joumalists and informed amateurs. This contrasts strangely with the traditional
view of the insipidness of these compositions. The critics in the main pointed to five factors
which they felt contributed to Spohr's perceived weaknesses in these later works:
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1) Self-repetition: Spohr's reliance on a restricted number of melodic and harmonic
mannerisms
2) Spohr's increasing use of chromaticism
3) Formal conservatism: this being contrasted to Beethoven's original approaches to

form
4) The use of all-pervasive motivic cells which may produce unity but at the cost of
monotony
5) Lack of strong contrasts and absence of "popular" elements
As far as self-repetition goes, this is surely not a crime. If it is, then many baroque composers
such as Handel and Vivaldi are also guilty. The point is whether the self-quotation works in its
new context and it must surely do so in Spohr's case, otherwise his later works would remain
unappreciated. As we have shown above, that is far from the case.
Spohr's use of chromaticism is the harbinger of a continuing l9th century development as the
music of Wagner, Reger, Strauss and others demonstrates, before reaching the unceasing
chromaticism of Schoenberg's expressionist and serial works.
On the question of form, Spohr's use ofprocedures with which Haydn and Mozart would have
been at home may today be looked on as an asset. Since his 1956 bicentenary Mozart has been
considered by more and more listeners to be the greatest composer of all time while Haydn's
stature has been continously rising, especially in the Anglo-Saxon world. So modem listeners
respond readily to the formal balance and structure of Spohr's music; indeed, this ingredient may
have helped greatly in the gpowing appreciation of his works whereas in the late 19th and early
20th century it was compared unfavourably to what was seen as Beethoven's dynamic and
revolutionary approach to form.
Our own time is also trained to appreciate motivically saturated music. A leading proponent
of the all-pervasive motivic cell technique was Schoenberg who merged this and his incessant
chromaticism to produce his method of serial composition. It is worth pointing out that
Schoenberg began to link this to a formal structure which, as in Spohr, returns to Haydn and
Mozart,especially in his Wind Quintet and String Quartet No.3. In the Quintel Schoenberg even
has an exposition repeat - just like Spotr! Schoenberg pointed to Brahms as one of his
forerunners from whom he learnt important lessons about motivic technique3a and the known
influence of Spohr on Brahms therefore cannot be ruled out of a chain extending to Schoenberg.
If this seems far-fetched, then listen to the opening of Spohr's Double Quartet No.4 along with
Schoenberg's Sextet "Verkl6rte Nacht" - does the distance seem that far?
The criticism of Spohr's lack of strong contrasts goes back to Moritz Hauptmann who pointed
out that Spohr honed his compositions so perfectly that there was no space for the sort of strong
contrasts one finds in Beethoven or the "popular" touches of Weber: "I think the want of base
metal, of a certain alloy in Spohr's works, is a very real want indeed. When I say base metal, I
do not, of course, mean anything despicable; I mean a certain contrast, without which gold is not
gold ... just as in his true gold we miss the ailoy, so in his full harmonies we miss those empty
ipur.r, those powerful contrasts, which are to be found in all great composers"35. Yet Spohr
showed in the finales of the Historical Symphony and the Violin Concerto No.14 (the'Jetzt"
movement) that he could have written more in this vein had he wished. But had he done so, he
would not be Spoir and, for many listeners, something of what attracts them to his music would
be missing. As Boccherini wrote to his publisher, Pleyel, when the latter wanted him to write
simpler works suitable for amateurs: "I have been writing music for nearly 40 years and I should
not be Boccherini if I had written as you advise me to do. In such works it is not possible to
follow your advice, that is to say to be simple and brief; for that would mean bidding farewell
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